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Describe your project objectives
As written in your project application:

 Please indicated the main objectives of your project

The main objective of WILLIAM is to support the advancement of internationalisation
processes in Israel through a comprehensive IaH strategy and in-campus learning
process while addressing the needs of international students studying at Israeli HEIs.
More specifically, the objective of WILLIAM is to learn and implement strategies and activities in 3 areas:
1)
2)

International experience for home students,
Social integration between domestic and international students,

3) Fostering a supportive learning environment for international students studying on our campuses.
To reach these goals, institutional strategies will be developed that engage students, faculty, IROs, administrative staff, and
institutional leadership.
 Under which priority(s) does your project fall
Modernization of Governance, management and functioning of HEIs,
Internationalization of Higher Education

3 Modules of IaH Activities in WILLIAM
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Int’l Experience of Home
Students
1-Virtual International
Classrooms

4-Develop social Integration
strategies and campaigns

2-International Curriculum in
English

5-Integrated Academic
settings

3-Promotion of International
campus

6-Joint extra-curricular
activities

Social Integration

Supportive & Welcoming
Environment for Int’l
Students
7-Integrated IROs fostering a
supportive environment
8-Clear Protocols, regulations
for incoming students
9-Staff and faculty training
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IMPACT – 4 levels
National Level:
Promote IaH strategies across Israeli HEIs through dissemination of a toolkit for
institutional strategy assessment with complementary suggestions for
implementation based on WILLIAM insights and activities.
Institutional Level:
International student support services, through development of
protocols/guidelines and social integration schemas.
Faculty/Curriculum Level:
Promoting virtual international classrooms and additional modules of
internationalized learning as a means to engage faculty and students in
international environments, without having to go abroad.
Student Level:
International students feel safe and comfortable in their learning environment
and in the host society.
Local students are exposed to an international learning environment and gain
skills that prepare them to function in an international setting.

5 most important tangible
outcomes of WILLIAM
1. Creation of a toolkit for ‘Internationalization at Home’ for Israeli HEIs,
including self-assessment and suggestions for implementation of IaH - all
accessible on the WILLIAM website.
2. Number of new and revised guidelines and policies within the International
Relations Office to support incoming students across 7 Israeli partner HEIs.
3. Number of new and revised social integration programs.
4. Number of faculty and staff trained and competent in working with
international students and addressing their needs across Israeli partner
HEIs.
5. Number of virtual classrooms piloted and integrated into the curriculum
across 7 Israeli partner HEIs
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Who are your partners?
Full list of consortium members: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

P1- College of Management, Israel
P2- Ben Gurion University, Israel
P3- Gordon College, Israel
P4- Jerusalem College of Technology,
Israel
P5- Tel Hai College, Israel
P6- Kinneret College, Israel
P7- Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
Israel
P8- Masaryk University, Czech Republic
P9- Global Impact Institute, Czech
Republic
P10- Erasmus Student Network,
Belgium
P11- Management Center Innsbruck,
Austria
P12- University of Pula, Croatia

What is the importance of your project?
 Tell us what is the need of your partner countries that this project
fulfills

There are two main needs that this project
addresses in Israeli HEIs:
First, the need to develop the infrastructure and
strategies for Internationalization at Home, as a
way to provide our domestic students with the
skills necessary to function in a more global
work environment in which cross-cultural skills,
English fluency and transversal skills are critical.
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Highlight Facts & Figures
Erasmus Impact Study on
mobility in the EU (2014):
Compared to students’ own
qualifications regarding
transversal skills before
going abroad, upon their
return they increased that
advantage by 42% (on
average). Yet, the majority
of students for a variety of
reasons do not study
abroad, hence there is a
need to provide
‘international skills’ for
home students.
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Highlight Facts and Figures
According to a study by the Council of Higher Education, there is a gap between what students
themselves see as the need for international skills and the extent to which their studies are
providing them with these relevant skills. WILLIAM works to lessen this gap and provide students
with the necessary international skills to be competitive in the changing global job market.
To what extent do your studies provide you with
the relevant skills, in the following areas?

To what extent you agree with the following
8000
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n=15,000 Israeli students across IL HEIs

What is the importance of your project?
 Tell us what is the need of your partner countries that this project fulfills

Highlight Facts & Figures

The second need that WILLIAM addresses is
developing the infrastructure across IL HEIs to
provide international students studying in Israel with
a supportive learning environment so that they feel
welcome and comfortable in their host institutions
and society.

• “In 2020, the number of
International students
studying in Israel is
expected to reach
24,000 in comparison to
only 11,000 in 2017”
(CHE published figures,
14.10.18)
• Internationalization is a
priority of the CHE,
expressed its 5 year
plan.
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What is the importance of your project?
 How did the activities implemented by the project address this need?
The follow are are the main activities implemented over the past 8 months since the start of the project on
January 15:

• Preparation WP1 - Main activity was creating a report of partners’ baseline and mapping of IaH
between types of institutions in Israel and between Israeli and EU partners. This was necessary to start the
process of planning and implementation of IaH strategies and help determine most valuable potential areas
of trainings by EU partners in WILLIAM.

• Development WP2 – Main activities, currently in progress:
1.

Fine tuning together with EU partner institutions the type of trainings that should be conducted in
year 2.
2. Gathering best practices from each institution on their policies and guidelines regarding IaH, as part
of a collaborative learning process.
These steps will set the groundwork necessary so that each EU partner can begin to plan their trainings to
support IaH processes across IL institutions. In parallel, each institution is working on its Institutional IaH
Strategy document that specifics how IaH will be integrated into a wider internationalization agenda.

What is the importance of your project?
 How did the activities implemented by the project address this need?

• Development WP3 – Main activity was to learn more in-depth about virtual classrooms as a
consortium and each institution began identifying the most relevant faculty member to conduct the pilot
course. These are necessary first steps in order to implement virtual collaborative courses trainings in year
2 and implementation in year 3. Review of equipment necessary for virtual classrooms was also conducted.
Virtual classrooms are a key way to provide domestic students with an international experience in the
curriculum without going abroad.

• Quality Assurance WP4 –Main activity was to create the overall QA workplan, based on milestones
determined in each WP and to finalize an external evaluator to monitor project.
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What is the importance of your project?
 How did the activities implemented by the project address this need?

• Dissemination WP5 – Main activities were:
1.

Creation of overall dissemination strategy, with most activities in year 2 and 3 of the project

2.

Presentations in relevant national forums and within in institution

3.

Website development for dissemination/project management

4.

Creation of the first newsletter expected to be sent out within the next week

• Management WP6 – Main activity was planning and operationalization of WILLIAM both by
workpackage teams and by institutions.
1.

Create the overall workplan of WILLIAM so that implementation can be coordinated and tracked

2.

create all agendas for national and international consortium meetings

3.

Ensure each workpackage was clear on their goals, milestones and activities under their
responsibility as we transition from a project on paper to implementation

What is the importance of your project?
 Explain how the project fits within your institutional / faculty strategic plan

• Each of the 7 Israeli partner institution is at a different place in terms of
internationalization. The value of this project is in strengthening
Internationalization at Home within the wider internationalization strategies
of each institution through joint learning and collaboration.
• To facilitate this process, each institution is currently working on a
Institutional Strategy Document for IaH which outlines their institutional
strategy and implementation plan to purposefully integrate IaH into their
international strategy, based on WILLAM goals and activity areas.
• Note: Each institution has the flexibility to focus on their specific needs based
on their learning and analysis obtained as part of being a partner in
WILLIAM, in line with fulfilling the basic requirements of WILLIAM laid out in
the proposal.
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Workpackage Leads and Assists
Original Plan:
WP 1 - Preparation: BGU & GII

WP 2 - Development: THC & MCI
WP 3 - Development: JCT & UNIPU
WP 4 - Quality Assurance: Kinneret & GII
WP 5 – Dissemination: HUJI & MUNI
WP 6 – Management: COLMAN & GACE

Changes:
WP 4 – Quality Assurance
The original faculty member at Kinneret with experience
on QA could not take on the project. After 6 months of
trying to find a substitute within the institution, none was
found. Hence, we had to look for a new lead institution.
Currently we are revising the core team to include
COLMAN, GII, GACE. Amendment to contracts are in
process and approval will be requested from PO for
shifting of responsibilities and funds.
WP 3 – Development (virtual classrooms):
The UNIPU faculty member with experience in virtual
classroom could not be as involved in the project as
anticipated. Hence, UNIPU will not take on ‘assiting lead’
of this workpackage. JCT will lead, supported by the EU
and IL institutions with experience in Virtual Classrooms.
UNIPU will take on a larger role in training and mentoring
in the area of guidelines/protocols for incoming students.

! Present tangible Outputs

WP1 – Preparation

 By using the table below, please describe, in relation to your original work-plan
and LFM, the activities that were planned and the activities actually
implemented in this WP.
Team

BGU put together the mapping tool based
on LFM and IMPI survey, analyzed data
and wrote stage 1 and final reports.
Global Impact Institute (GII), assist. GII
provided guidance and consultation on
how to put mapping tool together; advise
regarding data analysis and selected initial
indicators from IMPI that are relevant to
IaH for the survey.

COLMAN, coordinator. Prepared study
visit itinerary with EU institutions; created
template for IaH institutional strategy;
assist in building stages of mapping,
writing part of stage 1 report, and input
on necessary information to collect for
mapping. Collected revised equipment
lists.
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Activities according
to original work
plan

What actually
happened

Actual
Outcomes

1.1Study visits of IL
partners to EU
universities for
revision of strategic
policies on
Internationalisation
and IaH

1.1Study visit to
UNIPU took place
on May 28-29,
2019; Study Visit to
MCI took place on
June 13-14, 2019
(with International
consortium
meeting); Study
visit to MUNI
planned for Dec.
12-14, 2019.

1.1Based on
data results
and study
visits,
institutions
gain
knowledge
to revise
their own
Institutional
strategy for
IaH and fine
tune
trainings by
EU partner
institutions.

For full workplan of Preparation
Workpackage see: Preparation
WP Planning Document
Tangible outputs for 1.1:
MCI Study Visit Summary
UNIPU Study Visit Summary

1.1We hoped
to include all
three site visits
by Sept. 2019,
but we saw
that this would
be ineffective
as the visits
would be too
closely placed
and difficult for
partners to
attend.
Additionally
there would
not be enough
time for
processing

Both can be found on the website
under events.
 What (if any) was the role of
the EU partners in this
stage/Associated partners)?

Study visits were organized by the
EU partners, in consultation with
the coordinator and the
consortium. EU partners provided
lectures, workshops and tours
related to IaH, thereby offering IL
partners knowledge and practical
tools for developing IaH activities
and began thinking of what
specific trainings should look like
in year 2 by each EU institution.
Itineraries can be found in Visit
Summaries (linked above).
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! Present tangible Outputs

WP1 – Preparation

Reports for 1.2 & 1.3:
1) Stage 1: Identification of Indicators and mapping
process

Activities
according to
original work plan

What actually happened

Actual Outcomes

Comments

1.2Formulation
and adoption of
report with
revised HEI
Internationalisatio
n strategy with
focus on IaH.
1.3Purchase of
equipment

1.2BGU - Mapping of partner
institutions and baseline
assessment based on LFM
and IaH questions from the
IMPI survey; Revising the
questionnaire.

1.2Mapping took
place which gave
baseline and
comparative analysis
of IaH. Each
institution began
working on its IaH
strategy and created
a draft of IaH strategy
within the wider
internationalization
workplan.

1.2According to LFM,
each institution should
have a revised IaH
strategies by July 2019.
This was not sufficient
time to allot to this.
Hence, we requested a
draft by July and a final
version will be
submitted by
December.
1.3 Funds from EU were
received in delay of 5
months. Hence,
equipment could not be
obtained. We received
approval on Sept. 3,
2019 and are now in
process of purchasing
the necessary
equipment.

1.2COLMAN - Revised HEI
strategies template; created
and distributed to
institutions, first draft of
revised strategies received
from all IL partners.
1.3Each institution revised its
request based on
investigation in to virtual
classroom products and
prices. Currently waiting for
approval to purchase.

2) Stage 2: Report on Mapping of IaH across all
partner institutions
3) Revised questionnaire assessing IaH (for toolkit)
4) Revised Equipment list, based on process of
identifying needed equipment for Virtual
classroom implementation.

Did the preparation stage affect other WPs?
Preparation workpackage reports served the
following purposes:
1) Laying the foundation for baseline of each
institution,
2) Helping institutions identify potential areas to
focus on in their Internationalization at Home
strategy,
3) Clear comparison of Gaps between EU and
Israeli practices in IaH, so that we can identify
potential training areas for IL partners,
4) Testing a tool for dissemination of a ‘IaH
toolkit’.

WP2 - Development
Team

P5 Tel Hai College (THC) led development of their
workpackage planning document which lays out strategy,
milestones, timeline; THC co-led with MCI the
development sessions at consortium meetings; collected
information from partner institutions regarding IaH
guidelines to facilitate peer to peer learning based on
what institutions have in place.
P11 Management Center Innsbruck (MCI) worked with
THC to lead sessions at consortium meetings;
determined together what information will be collected
partners for peer to peer learning; and assisted in
creating planning document.
P10 Erasmus Student Network led all activities regarding
social integration strategies. Overall, ESNs role is to work
with the consortium to develop trainings and with each
IL HEI as mentors to develop programs for social
integration.

Activities
according to
original work
plan

What actually
happened

2.1 Preparation of
training modules
by EU experts on
organisation of
student services,
international
marketing for IaH,
establishment of
IaH strategies,
implementation
of programming
at each IL HEI
based on results.

2.1 In line with
timeline, tentative
plan for training
modules by EU
experts will be
created by Dec.
2019 (immediately
following
international
consortium meeting
on Dec. 9-11). This is
currently being
developed.

Actual
Outcomes

! Present tangible Outputs
For full workplan of Development
Workpackage, see Development
WP Planning Document

2.1 Fine tuning
of trainings
currently taking
place based on
needs that
arose through
mapping,
meeting
discussions,
and IaH
strategy
documents.



What (if any) was the role of
the EU partners in this
stage/Associated partners)?

EU partners are responsible for
devising training modules, in
consultation with WP leads and
IL partners


What are the remaining
main activities of the
project

See 2.2, 2.3, 2.4


What is the % of activities
implemented according to
the original work plan

All activities in WP2 are on
schedule.
Attach:
 Original work plan
 LFM
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WP2 - Development
 By using the table below, please describe, in relation to your original workplan and LFM, the activities that were planned and the activities actually
implemented in this WP.
Activities according to
original work plan

What actually happened

Actual Outcomes

2.2. Organisation of trainings
in EU and Israel
2.3. Organisation of
guidelines, protocols and
procedures for foreign
students.
2.4. Piloting of services and
social integration system
offered

2.2. Tentative timeline of trainings was created for
year 2 and 3, content of these trainings will be based
on 2.1 (See WP3 planning document attached in
previous slide).
-ESN conducted a training for student unions and
administrative staff on social integration (July 25,
2019).
2.3 Each institution was requested to send material to
the development WP leads who will create a report
that offers examples of protocols/guidelines on IaH
from various institutions in order to facilitate peer to
peer learning between EU and IL partners and among
IL partners locally. THC is currently analyzing the
material received.
2.4 This is scheduled to begin in September, 2020.

2.2 The outcome of the ESN
training on social integration
was that each student union
representative left with a plan
of action that they can begin to
work to move forward.
2.3 By end of September, a
report of existing guidelines
provided by each institution
will be created for peer to peer
learning.

! Present tangible Outputs
See report/action plan on
social integration from ESN
based on their Student
Union training and
mentoring visit to each
institution
 Describe student
involvement
2.2& 2.4 - Student Unions
were involved in the Social
Integration Workshop and
will play a role in developing
programming within IL HEIs
where possible.

WP3 – Development (virtual international classrooms)
 By using the table below, please describe, in relation to your original workplan and LFM, the activities that were planned and the activities actually
implemented in this WP.
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Team

Activities according to
original work plan

What actually happened

Actual
Outcomes

P4 Jerusalem College of
Technology (JCT) led the
development of the planning
document for the
workpackage, in which
milestones and a timeline
was established. In addition,
JCT investigated relevant
equipment for virtual
collaboration
Partners with content experts
who support WP3: HUJI,
COLMAN, UNIPU, MUNI.

3.1. Design of interactive
course structure
3.2 Delivery of WILLIAM
initiative of virtual
collaboration
3.3. Analysis with
preliminary results

3.1 This topic was discussed on 2
study visits with experts in virtual
courses, one at MCI and the other at
UNIPU.
In addition, the national meeting on
April 16 focused on virtual
classrooms and sharing of best
practices. Currently, according to the
workplan, each institution is finding
the most appropriate course/model
to develop the virtual collaboration.
Trainings for faculty will be
developed and held during the
school year.
3.2 & 3.3 are part of year 2 and 3 of
the project.

3.1 Planning
document
devised which
offers a blue
print of the
steps that
need to be
taken to
implement
virtual courses.

! Present tangible Outputs
For full workplan see: Development
WP3 Planning Document
National meeting April 16: Focus on
Virtual collaboration. See event
summary on the WILLIAM website.
What (if any) was the role of the EU
partners in this stage/Associated
partners)?
Each EU institution presented their
various models of virtual
collaboration during the study visits
in year 1.



What are the remaining main
activities of the project

3.1, 3.2, 3.3


What is the % of activities
implemented according to the
original work plan

All activities are on schedule.
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Training
 List the training courses developed, describe their development process, their purpose, target groups and what you have
learned from them.
So far, there has been one training conducted by ESN targeting Student Union Representatives and relevant staff on the topic
of peer to peer social integration program development. The goal of the training was to involve student unions in the thinking
and implementation of informal social integration in each of the Israeli partner institutions. The participants delved into the
importance of their role in this process, tips for how to implement, and began thinking of relevant projects to run.

 Elaborate on new content, methodologies and technologies.
For some IL partner institutions, involvement of the student union in this realm is completely new, for others it is a matter of
enhancing the relationship between staff and student unions toward the goal of social integration.
 Describe the role of the EU partners.
ESN played a central role in constructing and leading the workshop.
 How did you evaluate the quality of these activities?
QA was built into the session through 1) group discussion on utility of the workshop, 2) tangible steps each participant would
be taking. This can be found in the report/action plan from ESN.
 What are the outputs/change from these activities?
Output is the action plan for each institution.
 How are (will) the trainings utilized for increasing impact and dissemination?
The training is included in the WILLIAM Newsletter, with main takeways for institutions on social integration included and with
a link to relevant material on the website.

See powerpoint from ESN
Training for Student Union
Representatives
See report/action plan on
social integration based on
ESN’s Student Union training
and mentoring visit to each
institution
To be indicated:
Nr. of Students trained?
(student unions)
8
Nr. of Academic Staff
trained? 0

Nr. of Administrative Staff
trained? 11


Staff trained from
institutions beyond the
consortium? no

WP4 - Quality assurance mechanisms
 How was the QA team chosen? Who does it include?
• QA team was originally Kinneret and Global Impact Institute (GII), yet due to
changes in participation of staff at Kinneret, the lead institution for this
workpackage is being changed to ensure that the individuals involved have the
appropriate skills to lead QA. In addition, there will be an added institution to
assist QA to offer greater support in the QA process.
• The plan moving forward is that COMAS, the coordinating institution, will lead,
with the assist of GII and GACE. All staff involved have ample experience in QA in
various domestic and international projects, particularly Global Impact Institute.
• Amendments are currently underway to reflect this future change.
• Note: The choice of change from Kinneret as lead to COMAS was necessary so
that QA does not fall behind in its planning and deliverables. Having staff who are
familiar with all workpackages and their plan is critical to creating a
comprehensive QA plan, hence COMAS led the creation of the QA plan in
consultation with GII and GACE.
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To be attached
 QA plan
 Evaluations
conducted
 Feb. 2019 Kick off
meeting
 April 2019 SUCTI
webinar
 May 2019 UNIPU
site visit
 June 2019
Innsbruck
Consortium
meeting & site visit
 July 2019 National
Meeting
 July 2019 General
Partner Survey
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WP4 - Quality assurance mechanisms
 Please explain your QA plan and how was it developed?
See QA plan attached.
 Is there an external evaluator? What is his role?
Yes. We are currently finalizing the contract with Elizabeth Colucci from Global Observatory, Spain
& European University Association, Brussels. She is highly experienced with EU project and an
expert in Internationalization.
 How do you evaluate the quality of your outputs?
Evaluation of outputs vary depending on the nature of the workpackage. Main methods are:

1) Feedback from EU partners (built into QA plan though site visits/meetings),
2) Surveys that assess satisfaction of programming, value of the trainings at each
institution,
3) Feedback on deliverables from all partner institutions and relevant stakeholders.

WP4 - Quality assurance mechanisms
 Please describe the methods of assessment. Which indicators are used? How were they chosen?
See QA plan for indicators per workpackage.
 How does the team communicate the findings?

Note: Most activities within institutions are carried out in year 2, hence we can refer here and in the
subsequent question to the joint activities of the consortium.
Evaluations from sessions are reviewed and if areas that need improvement are found, relevant
partners involved in development of future activities are informed of the insights from the surveys.
Each national and international meeting begins with ‘where we stand’ and ends with feedback about
activities.
 How did QA change/improve your activities and outputs?
Feedback from consortium meetings led to changes in subsequent meeting itineraries.
Feedback from study visits helped improve the plan for next ones.
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WP5 - Dissemination & exploitation
 How was the Dissemination team chosen? Who does it include?
HUJI and MUNI are leading the dissemination WP.
HUJI was chosen for its vast experience in internationalization and
positioning within the HEI network in Israel. Leading these efforts at HUJI as
partners in WILLAM are Jane Turner, head of International Office, and Dr.
Jonanthan Kaplan, Vice Provost of Rothberg International School at HUJI.
MUNI was chosen for its experience and know-how in the realm of
international marketing. Leading this team at MUNI is Violeta Osouchová,
Head of Division for Strategy and International Marketing, Masaryk
University.
 Explain your dissemination strategy & Elaborate your dissemination &
exploitation mechanisms within your institution? To other HEIs in Israel? To
other relevant non-academic stakeholders?
See Dissemination plan.

To be attached
 Dissemination plan
See draft of first newsletter:
Are your project outputs
located:
 On the Erasmus+ Project
Results Platform? Not yet.
 On your institution’s website?
Yes (see document with links
to each institution’s website) .

 On the Erasmus+ Israel
website? At this stage, the
description of Project and link
to website is there.

Importance, Impact, Sustainability of WILILAM on the
institutional level:
In the following slides, each IL institution elaborates on their institutional framework
for IaH and how WILLIAM fits into it.
Order of Responses:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Tel Hai
Kinneret
Ben Gurion
Gordon
Jerusalem College of Technology
Hebrew University
College of Management
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What is the importance of your project?
Tel Hai
Tel-Hai’s general vision for internationalization includes:
• Strengthening our position as a leading research college in the
international academic arena.
• Establishing a network and expanding our current international academic
and research relations.
• Promoting collaborations and encouraging student, faculty and research
exchanges in order to raise and improve the quality of research and
teaching.
• Developing and implementing international and intercultural
competencies accessible to all of our students and faculty on campus.
• Improving our infrastructure to encourage international competitiveness
and provide a trickle-down effect for our students who are in turn,
exposed to international ideas.

The impact of your project:
Tel Hai
Management – IaH has become one of the primary programs on the college
agenda.
Faculty – encouraged to infuse more international content in curriculums.
 Students – become aware of multicultural content in campus activities and
academic materials.
The initial indicators used to measure the impact will be the number of online
and/or English courses infused in the curriculum.
New capacities – Enhanced awareness of int’l aspects of the academia;
- Enhanced multi-cultural sensitivity on all levels (management,
faculty & students)
- Allocation of funds for IRO activities
- Allocation of funds for campus activities
- Improved English website
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Sustainability:
Tel Hai
Describe your strategy to sustain the project’s outputs within your specific HEI
Reward faculty for teaching in English (e.g. reduced teaching load)
Appoint administrative personnel to manage the new programs
Reward students for taking courses in English (extra credit)
How often do you meet with your institutional / departmental management or any other
relevant factor within your institution who is crucial for the implementation and
sustainability of your outputs?
Bi-monthly meetings
For Preventative Field Monitoring, please describe how you plan to reach sustainability
of your outputs
By gradually increasing the number of courses given in English, promoting students from
abroad and developing more virtual classrooms

What is the importance of your project?
Kinneret
Student enrollment on the rise
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Update computer and
information systems

Update infrastructure

Hire new staff

Train current academic
and administrative
staff

International Relations
Office

International student
services

Social integration

Develop protocols and
guidelines

Create promotional
material

Academic
development

International degrees

Virtual classroom pilot
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Impact:
Kinneret

Int’l
Experience of
Home
Students

Promotion of
International campus

International
Curriculum in English

Promotional Video about
College

Create English language
courses at the College

International
Office

Virtual International
Classrooms

Launch a Virtual
Classroom in the School
of Social Sciences and
Humanities

Social
Integration

Integrated IROs

Staff/faculty training

Create a handbook for
International Students as
well as administrative staff
with clear protocols and
guidelines

Workshops for Faculty
and/or administrative staff
training to create a more
supportive and inclusive
learning environment for
international students

Facts & Figures
International Office open during 2019-2020 Academic 
year
Joint extra-curricular
activities

Creation of a Buddy
System

Create programming for
internationals students,
such as fieldtrips and
invite local students to
participate

Develop social
Integration strategies
and campaigns

Promote Internship
opportunities at the
Kinneret Innovation Center

Sustainability:
Kinneret
Facts & Figures:
 Tourism and Hotel Management M.A.
(In English)
 2 ERASMUS MOBILITY projects
ongoing
 Exchange project with students from
Switzerland

 By the end of 2019/2020 there will
be 4 new ERASMUS Mobility contacts
based within departments of the
School of Social Sciences and
Humanities
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What is the importance of your project?
Ben Gurion
 Explain how the project fits within your institutional / faculty strategic plan

Ben-Gurion University promotes an environment that is international in
character by integrating a global dimension into the purpose and
delivery of higher education.
The university is actively pursuing the expansion of its international
collaborations by encouraging the exchange of students, researchers and
staff. It also emphasizes the need to reach all students, not only the
mobile few by creating a global learning environment on campus and
exposing students to broad international knowledge and intercultural
skills via Internalization at Home.

The impact of your project:
Ben Gurion University
BGU is in the process of developing and implementing the following activities and capacities directly relevant to the WILLIAM
project and Internationalization at Home: for students –a class taught in English at the undergraduate level by the academic
year of 2022-2023, a virtual classroom, an updated and improved existing protocols and incoming student services, an
improved social integration strategies such as: including international students at the BGU Student Union, working with the
BGU Student Union to improve welcoming activities and adaptation to the university culture, the surrounding area and Israel.
Israeli students Ambassadors reside in dorms designated to international students. For faculty and staff - an international fair
for administrative staff, a cultural competency training course open for at least 10 academic faculty and administrative staff, an
internal assessment for faculty on internationalization, marketing campaigns in a form of promotional videos, fairs and a
special edition on internationalization (University magazine), also, social media and online presence.

Indicators for implementation:
#1 intercultural competence certificate program through workshops and activities
#1 Campaign on internationalization at Home including an internalization day on campus for faculty and staff
#1 of virtual class
#1 class taught in English in departments at the undergraduate level by the academic year of 2022-2023
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Sustainability:
Ben Gurion University
Weekly meetings concerning internationalization matters and strategies are held with
different departmental management at BGU.

Equipment will be purchased for the virtual class.
An internal assessment questionnaire will be sent periodically to
administrative/academic faculty to assess degree of awareness and need.

Faculty training will take place periodically.
Social integration strategies are taking place regularly.

What is the importance of your project?
Gordon
 Explain how the project fits within your institutional / faculty strategic plan
• The mission of Gordon's Center for International Programs and Relations is to enhance the exchange of knowledge,
promote research, encourage the joint development of new innovative programs for training teachers for the Global World
of the 21st century and promote faculty, staff and student exchanges with other academic institution of higher education
around the world.
• Parts of our strategic plan which has been further developed through WILLIAM is to:

• Encourage international students to study at Gordon College, experience Israel's multicultural society
and educational system and obtain advanced international education in the field of teacher training.
• Increase the number of international students each year by between 10-20%.
• Develop Internationalization at Home (IAH) strategy for GACE and implement activities that promote
IaH for the benefit of home students as well as international students.
(1) To design intentional encounters between home students and international students (for example, through on-campus
global/international activities and GACE’s volunteering program).
(2) To internationalize the curriculum, that is, increase the number of courses in English for home and international students and
implementing international modules in existing courses.
(3) To build organizational structures supporting international students (website in English for incoming students, internationalize
our campus, create home hospitality, student services support in English, etc.
(4) Faculty workshops for those who are teaching incoming students—tips on internationalizing the curriculum, encouraging
interaction between home students and incoming students, etc.
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The impact of your project: GORDON
 Describe the actual change due to William
 Students:
 the student union will be involved in providing social activities and support for incoming students.
 A buddy system with a selection process will be established with the buddies being trained.
 Being a buddy will be considered as part of the volunteering hours that each GACE student must do.

 other faculty members:
 Faculty members will be supported in designing courses in English.
 Faculty members with incoming students in their classroom will undergo a mentoring workshop aimed to give them tools for creating an international syllabus,
intercultural communication and tips for integrating foreign students in the classroom with Israeli students.

 your department:





The International Office has created two new positions: Incoming and Outgoing ERASMUS coordinators.
The international office will create a webpage for incoming students as well as outgoing (does not exist now).
The international office will create an information booklet (online and hardcopy) to provide information for incoming students.
The Dean’s Office will be working with the International Office in providing student services, training of buddies and organizing social events to integrate
incoming students in our college.

 Management
 The academic administration has required each department to offer at least one mandatory course given in English to all of our students.
 The financial management has supported the creation of the new positions of the international office.

 What indicators are you using to measure the impact (/change)?
 For the structural indicators, we can use quantitative measures (how many courses in English BEFORE WILLIAM—and by year 3).
For academic and social indicators, we can have both questionnaires as well as testimonies from incoming students, buddies and
faculty who teach the students.

 Describe the new capacities developed within your institution that were directly contributed by the project






Offering more courses in English
Developing our website for incoming students
Creating the buddy system
Providing mentoring workshops for faculty who will be teaching incoming students
Creating clear protocols and guidelines on academic , social and safety procedures.

Highlight Facts
& Figures
1. Creating 2 new
positions in the
international office.
2. .Requiring each
department to develop
at least 1-2 courses in
English for all of our
students.
3. Creating a new website
in English for incoming
students (by December
2019)

4. Incorporation the
student union AND
Dean’s Office in the
Internationalization at
home process
5. Developing a training
program for buddies
and for the faculty who
will be teaching foreign
students in their
classes. (to be
established)

 Describe the expected national impact
 Gordon will present their model for internationalization at home to other teaching colleges through symposiums and their
network developed through ERASMUS+ programs.

Sustainability: GORDON
Describe your strategy to sustain the project’s outputs within your specific HEI
 The Academic and Financial administration is involved in all processes relating to incoming students
and officially supports this.
 Recruitment of incoming students and supporting outgoing students is one of the top strategic plans
of GACE.
 Including the Office of the Dean and Student union leaders as well as training for both student
buddies and faculty provide Life-long-competencies in inter-cultural communication.
 All of our KA107 exchange program now includes student exchange as top priority (before faculty
exchange too precedence)..

How often do you meet with your institutional / departmental management or any
other relevant factor within your institution who is crucial for the implementation and
sustainability of your outputs?
 The Director of the International Office has weekly meetings with either the President and or the
Vice President-Financial manager of the college .
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What is the importance of your project:
Jerusalem College of Technology
To ensure that international students feel a part of the
campus and the learning experiences within it, and share
these experiences with the Israeli students.
Israeli students will benefit from more interaction with the
international students as they look towards careers with
international clients and the international stage.
We plan to:

Incorporate Englishlanguage classes into
the Israeli programs

Add more Englishlanguage degrees

Encourage students
to work together on
academic and
extracurricular
programs.

IMPACT: Jerusalem College of Technology

We are in the process of creating the following,
including evaluation mechanisms:
Virtual Classroom – Development of a Hebrew-based and an English-based course that
international students abroad can access and interact with students participating on the Israeli
campus.
Core classes taught in English – We plan to begin this program in 2020-2021 where one core class
per degree will be taught in English to help Israeli students better communicate with international
students and international industry.
Work with international students on extracurricular projects
e.g. Hackathons - Intensive experience learning from each other and interdisciplinary skills in 44hour events.
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SUSTAINABILITY: JERUSALEM COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Regular meeting
with the
coordinators of
the international
degree programs
in English on
campus

Regular meetings
with the
coordinator of
the French
program on
campus

Development of
new protocols to
address the
insurance,
medical,
emergency
needs of
international
students

More
information on
the current
English website
to help students
access campus
resources

Annual training
for staff working
with
international
students.
Number TBD,
based on number
of students
recruited and
language spoken
by students.

Continue the
programs upon
success of the
pilot period.

What is the importance of your project?
Hebrew University
• Enabling HUJI Students an International Experience
Provide HUJI students with an international experience and
global, transversal skills through the use of virtual classrooms
and increased outgoing mobility
• Promoting Social Integration
Promote the integration of international students into the
social fabric of the Hebrew University, with focus on
development of extra-curricular frameworks (buddy system and
joint social activity program)
• Providing a Supportive Environment for International Students
Provide stronger support and more welcoming environment for
incoming international students through the development of
key procedures and faculty/staff training
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The Impact of your Project:
Hebrew University
For Students

1. 1-2 Virtual classrooms for joint learning

Measures

2. Promotion of IaH to HUJI students

1.

3. Buddy system for all incoming international
students and joint social activities

Student interaction,
skillsets, faculty
assessments

2.

4. Development of 2 major formal procedures for
incoming students

Student
participation and
satisfaction

3.

For Staff

Staff evaluation of
procedures

4.

Competence test

5. Development of intercultural competence among
faculty and staff through training sessions

Sustainability:
Hebrew University
Sustainability strategy
• Supervision and encouragement by IRO
• Institutionalization through integration of various
bodies: Marketing, Student Services, Teaching Center,
Professional Development
Meetings
• Monthly meetings of international academic
committee and Student Services Package Team
Preventative Field Monitoring
• William coordinators monitor and report to IRO
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Internationalization
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VP International Affairs
IRO - Director
Internationalization
Academic Committee
William Coordinators
Student Services Team
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What is the importance of your project?
College of Management

Explain how the project fits within your institutional / faculty strategic plan
In the realm of internationalization, the College of Management has four priorities and accompanying strategies:
1) Increase number of international exchange students on campus across disciplines
Strategy: Deepen connections with HEI international offices abroad; Erasmus agreements; Prepare infrastructure within the
campus to best service international students upon arrival and throughout their studies; training of administrative
staff/faculty for intercultural competencies; increase offering of English courses with international curriculum.
2) Increase outgoing student mobility
Strategy: Deepen connection with HEIs abroad, Erasmus agreements, create campaigns and in-campus programs to motivate
students to study abroad; provide administrative and academic support for students before, during and after.
3) Provide domestic students with 'International skills’ within the formal and informal curriculum.
Strategy: Faculty training for global teaching/mindset; virtual collaborations/classes; increase number of courses taught in
English for Israeli students which are integrated with international students; create social integration schemas and
programming.
4) Increase international research partnerships
Strategy: Joint grants and research; faculty exchange; increase faculty engagement in international forums and activities.

WILLIAM activities strongly support the strategies of priority 1 and 3

The impact of your project:
College of Management

 Describe the actual change within your institution, contributed solely to the project, on the different levels: students, other faculty members, your
department, management, other…
At present:
The main change at the institution is having IaH as a central focus at the level of the management and international office, dissemination of the project and
its expected impact on the college. This level of engagement and interest in IaH would not have happened without WILILAM.
Anticipated change will be on multiple levels:
Students – WILLIAM activities of social integration will allow for interaction and relation building between domestic and international students, an important
component of IaH which is currently not in place at the college; Piloting of virtual classrooms will allow to build students intercultural skills and international
collaboration skills.
Faculty – Trainings provided by WILLIAM to relevant administrative staff and faculty will enhance their desire to promote IaH and their skill set in working
with international students.
IRO – infrastructure will be put in place through guidelines and protocols for how international students will be received on campus and supported
throughout their studies.
 What indicators are you using to measure the impact (/change)?
This will occur mainly starting in the middle of the second year when activities and programs are implemented.
 Describe the new capacities developed within your institution that were directly contributed by the project
3 positions were created at the college which did NOT exist before WILLIAM :

Head of International Operations, main task is managing implementation of WILLIAM and promoting IaH on campus.
International Relations and Project Manager, task of developing the infrastructure for the IR office and social integration programs within the campus.
Financial manager of WILLIAM, task in ensuring activities within the campus are allocated the right resources for WILLIAM activities and financial
management of the entire consortium.
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Sustainability:
College of Management
Describe your strategy to sustain the project’s outputs within your specific HEI
The strategy for sustainability starts with picking the kind of programs and activities to
implement which can be integrated in a natural way into the workplan of the relevant
faculty and staff. Staff involved are required to take ownership of the activities both in
responsibilities and in their design, both factors that contribute to future sustainability.
How often do you meet with your institutional / departmental management or any other
relevant factor within your institution who is crucial for the implementation and
sustainability of your outputs?
To date, meetings with the president of the college took place every other week as we
kick started the process. In the future, there will be meetings about once a month with
the relevant management team at the college. Additional meetings were held with the
student union representatives, relevant faculty, and the student services unit.

The impact of your project:
National Impact
• Dissemination of knowledge, strategies, policies, and trainings in the
realm of IaH which are relevant for IL HEIs at different stages of
Internationalization and with different target audiences.
This will be done in two ways:
1.
2.

Conferences, meetings and trainings with IL HEIs outside the consortium.
Creation of toolkit for ‘Internationalization at Home’ for Israeli HEIs, including
self-assessment and suggestions for implementation of IaH - all accessible on
the WILLIAM website.

• Serve as ‘laboratory’ for testing IaH, which can benefit the CHE as it
works to create measures and standardization of IaH outcomes.
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Highlight Facts & Figures

Based on an informal
survey we conducted
of approx. 30
international officers
in the Erasmus+
international forum,
only a quarter of the
institutions currently
have a purposeful
strategy of IaH within
their institutions.
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WP6 - Management
 Describe the different managerial tools and bodies that were set in place
1) Partner zone on website for financial management and reporting
2) Monthly emails summarizing updates/important information
3) Establishment of coordination team at COMAS, with clear roles and
communication with partner institutions.
4) Identification of main contacts from each institution responsible for
WILLIAM. These partners will decide on relevant matters both for questions
regarding project implementation and regarding conflict resolution.
5) Workpackage Planning Documents, in order to track progress of each
individual workpackage (attached to powerpoint in description of each
WP).
6) IaH Institutional Strategy Document, in order to track progress of each
institution
7) 3 year tentative schedule of events, allowing for clear planning of all
activities 6 months ahead of time.

To be attached

For details of Management
WP, see Management
Planning Document.
See 3 year tentative
schedule of events.
 Partnership
Agreement(s)

Indicate the type of
Partnership agreement:
 Bilateral
 Multilateral

WP6 - Management
 Describe how decisions are made and problems are solved
• Decisions for the workpackages are made by WP leads, in consultation with the coordinator and
consortium. Time at each national and international meeting is set aside for each WP to present where
things stand and raise issues that need to be decided on to progress with workplans.
• Problems related to specific issues of partner institutions are dealt with between the coordinator and
the partner. Problems that have wider impact on the consortium or where there is disagreement
between partner and coordinator will be raised at national meeting. Each institution’s main contact
person will vote on course of action.
 Describe the methods and frequency of communication – between the teams and with the coordinator.
• Between coordinator and partners: on-going emails to update and coordinate WP workplans and
institutional responsibilities. Phone calls/skype for discussions on workplans when needed. Meetings
at national and international meetings which occur approximately once every 2 months.
• Between WP leads and assists: Each WP has developed its own system. By and large, email is the main
way of communicating regarding tasks. In addition, there are meetings/skype approximately every 6-8
weeks. Time is also allotted to WP leads/assists to meet in each international meeting.
• Between WP leads and the consortium: Email and website for updates, and face to face meetings at
the national and international consortium meetings.
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WP6 - Management
Is all information available and transparent to all partners?
Almost entirely. Most information is available on the website in event summaries or in
the partner zone.
The only information that is not readily available is the baseline information that each IL
HEI institution provided regarding IaH.

How was the Partnership Agreement agreed upon?
A draft was put together by the coordinating institution (based on templates from
previous projects) and each institution could suggest changes if they deemed relevant.
What’s the process of reporting to the coordinator?
Certain tasks have specific reporting deadlines. Financial reporting is approximately
every 6 months. Reporting on progress of institutional implementation at large will also
be every 6-8 months (starting in Sept. 2019).

Financial management:
 Were there any problems with the transfer of funds?

The funds were received at the end of June and most were
transferred in August. We are still waiting for the tax exemption
from the Israeli tax authorities for ESN so their funds have not yet
been transferred. We have followed up to try and expedite the
process but have not yet received it . In addition, due to a change
in leadership roles for the QA workpackage, we are in the process
of writing an amendment to KAC’s original budget as they are no
longer taking on the QA lead, so their funds have not yet been
transferred pending the finalization of their budget amendment.
 Who manages the funds within the individual partners?

Each partner has a designated finance contact person who is
responsible for managing their funds and reporting to Samara
Segal at COMAS.
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Please indicate:
% of the budget used so far?
12%
Note: due to delay in receiving
budget from EU, % used is lower
than if the project had financial
support from the beginning.
Delay affected our ability to
maximize travel and purchase
equipment.
Type of equipment purchased so
far:


No equipment has been
purchased yet due to a delay in
receiving funds.

Approval to purchase equipment
was approved on Sept. 3, 2019.
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Financial management:
 Are all financial matters transparent between the partners?

Yes, all financial matters between partners are transparent. We have regular financial
management updates at every national and international consortium meeting as well
as regular communication between the coordinator and the partners.
 Who keeps the supporting documents? How is finance reported to the coordinator?

The supporting documents are kept by Samara Segal, financial manager for the project,
at COMAS. Each partner has an excel spreadsheet with their individual institution’s
budget. They have sections to fill in with the actual expenses incurred. Approximately
every 5-6 months the partners are required to update their spreadsheets and submit
all supporting documents to Samara. The documents are uploaded via the Partner
Zone on the William website. Once they are uploaded, they come directly as an email
attachment to Samara. Samara then verifies that the expenses reported by each
partner have the required supporting documentation.

Financial management:
 Were any changes made to the original equipment list to be purchased? Why? What kind of change?
And was it notified to you PO (approved if necessary?)

After researching the various options for video conference systems which are a key element of
virtual classrooms, each institution has determined the best choice for them. In addition, as
each institution is at a different stage in establishing an international office, each has different
needs. The original equipment list was a general estimate of needs and each institution was
allocated the same equipment. Now that each partner has much greater knowledge of their
specific needs, it was necessary to request changes so that each institution can purchase the
appropriate equipment to meet the project goals. A change request was submitted to the PO.
We recently received a response requesting that the change request be submitted again in a
different format, which has been done. We now await the final approval from the PO.
Was equipment purchased? If so, was it registered in your HEIs inventory? Was an E+ sticker
placed?

Equipment has not yet been purchased as we want to ensure the requested changes are
approved by the PO before proceeding forward.
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Financial management:
 How do you ensure that all guidelines are respected? What are the working mechanisms with your
Auditor?

Samara Segal is the designated financial manager for the project. She has read all the relevant
guidelines and keeps updated with any changes/updates that are released. All partners are in
regular communication with Samara to ensure that they remain within the guidelines. Samara
is in the process of compiling the financial statements excel spreadsheet for the first 6 months
of the project with all relevant backup. She has been in contact with the auditors to assist with
understanding the process. A meeting with the auditors is planned for September to review
the financial statement spreadsheet and determine if it is being done correctly.

How does the project address the Bologna Process?
Please describe how your project addresses and incorporates

 Learning Outcomes?
Since WILLIAM focuses on Internationalisation at Home (IaH), its approach to learning outcomes is
different than a classical teaching oriented project. WILLIAM addresses learning outcomes for 2 target
groups:
1.

Domestic Students:

WP3 focuses on Virtual International Courses/virtual mobility. In the workplan for this workpackage,
learning outcomes will be established across the virtual courses created in Israeli partner institutions
that will include international skills and increased desire of students for interaction with international
students as a goal. The topic of specific learning outcomes in this realm will be decided on by the QA
team in collaboration with the faculty teaching these courses during their trainings in year 2.
2.

Staff:

The entire WILLIAM project is set up in a way that each component will produce learning outcomes for
the individuals involved through trainings and materials.
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How does the project address the Bologna Process?
Please describe how your project addresses and incorporates

 ECTS?

For the virtual classrooms, ECTS will be calculated in the same way as it is for any
other course at the partner colleges. Special attention may need to be given to
the unique structures/models of the courses which often entail joint projects
between students at different institutions (domestic and international).
 Student centered learning?

WILLIAM is based on the idea of student-centered learning since it is focusing on
improving the study experience for incoming and domestic students through IaH.
It’s rationale is based on the need to adapt curriculum to the increasing
relevance of international skills in the job market.

Horizontal issues?
Refers to the extent to which the project is aligned with the EU policy objectives:
 transparency and convergence tools developed in the context of the Bologna Process policies: ECTS, DS, study
cycles, EQF, QA, etc.)

Study Cycles: in the context of the virtual classrooms, WILLIAMS intends to test such
courses for both BA and MA courses. Hence, we will be able to compare to some
extent where learning outcomes might be stronger or hinderances/problems more
substantial.
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Horizontal issues?
Refers to the extent to which the project is aligned with the EU policy objectives:
 gender equality, social inclusion, youth unemployment, sustainable development, etc.

Social Inclusion: At its core, a central rationale of IaH is that the study
abroad/international experience has been limited to a very small percentage of usually
elite students who can afford it.
• Students from less advantaged backgrounds are by and large left out of the
international experience abroad and therefore not gaining important skills for the
increasingly global job market.
• WILLIAM’s focus on IaH is about giving all students the advantage of an international
experience, without leaving their campus.
• In this sense, WILLIAM can be seen as a project promoting social inclusion of
populations often outside the radar of internationalization.
• In addition, it is important to note that 2 partner institutions were included in the
consortium specifically for their high percentage of ‘marginalized students’ on their
campuses. Jerusalem College of Technology services a large ultra-orthodox
population and Kinneret College services a large Arab minority population.

Information to be shared
This is for our efforts to represent Israeli participation in E+ and disseminate your important outcomes.
 Please indicate special/unique stories that can be shared as an added value of the project?

Currently, we are in the first year of the project and mainly focusing on planning and preparation. At this
stage, we do not have a unique story of added value of the project, though we do have a unique
collaboration with other projects in the realm of internationalization worth mentioning as sustainability of
prior Erasmus projects and building upon previous knowledge acquired.
1) WILLIAM is currently creating a tool to help Israeli HEIs build a strategy for IaH that is based on a tool
from an EU funded project called IMPI, Indicators for Mapping & Profiling Internationalisation. Using
IMPI as a basis for our tool points to continuity between projects and adopting previous knowledge in an
effective manner, utilizing what works and fine tuning necessary aspects to suit the needs of Israeli
institutions in the realm of IaH.
2) WILLIAM connected to the SUCTI Erasmus+ project which focused on Internationalization of
administrative staff to see how training material developed there can be utilized for training of
administrative staff within WILLIAM. WILLIAM partners had a video call with the coordinator of SUCTI to
learn about the project and discuss relevance to WILLIAM. We are tentatively planning on doing a joint
training for IL partners for administrative staff based on the training material made available through the
SUCTI website. We believe these are good examples of how knowledge and experience in other EU
projects are utilized and sustained.
 Anything interesting you would like us to upload to our website for dissemination purposes?

WILLIAM website, promo video, and upcoming newsletter.
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